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Sports

The toughest year:
CWU point guard copes with injury, loss
By Natalie Hyland

Senior Sports Reporter
While many students—speciﬁcally
athletes—are excited and ready to return
to action as their season gets underway,
junior point guard Marc Rodgers considered not coming back to CWU in the
months before the 2016-17 season.
“I had to sit down with [my family]
and ask what they thought was best,”
Rodgers says.
Rodgers’ grandmother, Darlene, had
just passed and a few months prior to
that, Rodgers’ childhood friend Sydney
‘Syd’ Dorsey lost his life in a car wreck.
All the while Rodgers was recovering
from an injury that benched him during
his junior year at CWU and that had him
wondering if he’d ever be the same.
His ﬁrst love
During his childhood, Rodgers played
other sports. Before high school he played
baseball. He also tried football, but basketball had always been his favorite sport.
Rodgers remembers playing basketball in
ﬁrst and second grade, but can’t be sure
he wasn’t already dedicated to the sport
before then.
“It’s always been my dream to play at
the highest level,” Rodgers says.
During his high school career, Rodgers found himself recruited by some of
the bigger schools in California such as
Cal State Fullerton, California Polytechnic, San Diego State and Long Beach
State, but he also found himself on the
watch lists of schools such as the University of Miami.
Unfortunately for Rodgers, the latter
part of his high school career was also

Courtesy of Marc Rodgers (left) Xander Fu/The Observer (right)

Marc Rodgers receives one of his ﬁrst Christmas gifts from one of his grandmothers (left). Rodgers goes up for a layup during a game against PLU last November (right).

plagued by injury, including tearing the
PCL in his knee his junior year.
After the injury, the schools recruiting
Rodgers wished him well and a speedy
recovery, but as he got healthy only a few
continued to express interest. Many had
already passed him by for players who
weren’t recovering from serious injuries,
but an interesting situation would soon

present itself.
The long haul
When it came time to pick a school,
Rodgers had an important choice to
make: stay another year at his prep
school and risk another injury, or accept
an oﬀer from a smaller school while he
was healthy.
Like any big decision in Rodgers’ life,

he turned to his support system, his family.
Rodgers grew up closely with his parents, little sister, grandparents, aunts and
cousins, with whom he shared more with
than most.

- See “Marc” on page 8

News

Civics Week brings the importance of politics to CWU
By Eric Rosane and
Ryan Kinker

in the Associated Students of Central
ment Day by the CLCE, ASCWU Vice
Washington University Student GovernPresident JR Siperly asked questions
ment elections on May 24.
about public service and the role of stuThe week’s event list included a
dents at higher education institutions in
Donkey vs Elephant match, which had
our political system to a panel.
students vote on what party they align
The panel consisted of Ellensburg
with and a results panel, a video created
City Council members Nancy Lillquist
by United States Senator Patty Murray
and Mary Morgan, Ellensburg Mayor
(D-Wash.) playing on Monday and FriRich Elliott, and Washington State Repday and multiple panels with public ser- resentatives Melanie Stambaugh, Gerry
vants from many diﬀerent oﬃces.
Pollet and Matt Manweller.
State Representative Panel
Siperly’s second question to the panel,
Wednesday, labeled Local Govern- “What does service mean to you” brought

out an array of answers from the panel.
“I see working in public service as
bringing diverse opinions together,” said
Stambaugh, the youngest representative
in the State Legislature. “I think of myself as a conduit for that.”
Manweller, who also teaches at CWU
in the political science department, said
that complacency is an enemy of public
service and is a problem that has infected our political system.

Feds protect medical marijuana

Ellensburg Lowlights

Dr. H’s sex and health column

Mackenzie Gaul

States could hear good news regarding federal medical marijuana protections. A recently approved spending bill
will not allow the Justice Department to
use the funding to enforce federal laws
on state medical marijuana programs.

Read about how Kittitas is the tenth
fastest growing county by percentage in
the United States. With the increasing
residents, we explore how the local government will implement the new lighting structures that are necessary.

This week, Dr. H talks about the potential beneﬁts of waiting to have sex
until marriage. She discusses the personal philosophy and deﬁnitions of
sex (including or excluding anal and/
or oral sex).

CWU junior Mackenzie Gaul won
GNAC Pitcher of the Year for the
2017 baseball season. He will play for
the Yakima Valley Pippins in the West
Coast Baseball League over this summer. His ﬁrst game is
June 2.

News Reporter and Editor
As part of the campaign to get students involved in their government,
CWU’s Center for Leadership and
Community Engagement (CLCE) hosted College Civics Week May 2-5.
The plethora of events were focused
around the idea of making students
aware of what is happening around
them, as well as make sure they vote

- See “Civics” on page 10
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United States Attorney General Jeff Sessions wanting to crack down on drug use but medical marijuana is protected by Congress.

Congress trumps Trump

Medical marijuana protections stay in budget
By Miles King
News Reporter
The recently approved omnibus spending bill funding the
government through September 2017 includes protection for
state medical marijuana programs. The Justice Department
will not be allowed to use the
funding to impede state medical marijuana programs.
This should come as good
news for the increasing a number of states that have medical
marijuana laws in place. Currently 29 states allow comprehensive use of medical marijuana, and that amount continues
to increase.
President Trump, while signing the bill, made a statement
claiming he had the right to ignore the aforementioned protections for medical marijuana.
President Trump’s words did
not scare Noah Moore, an employee at the Green Shelf dispensary in Ellensburg. Moore

believes medical marijuana
laws have progressed too far
to be repealed. Hypothetically,
if pot laws were repealed, he
believes there would be many
angry marijuana users.
“There would be riot and disbelief,” Moore said.
Ryan Bean, owner of the
Fire House dispensary in Ellensburg, shared the same collective calm as Moore.
“The momentum of the industry is opening a lot of doors,”
said Bean, referring to the progression of pot laws and their
wide acceptance. Bean also
recognizes the misfortune of
the industry and the stigma surrounding marijuana, alluding
to the current administration’s
outdated opinions on pot.
The Trump administration,
especially Attorney General
Jeff Sessions, has outwardly
opposed marijuana. When signing the omnibus spending bill,
Trump cited his duty to protect
the constitution and suggested
legal action could potentially be
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taken against states with medical marijuana law.
Moore was slightly concerned with the administration’s
potential to repeal or take action against marijuana, specifically with Attorney General
Jeff Sessions’ longstanding opposition to pot. “Anyone who
smokes the devil’s lettuce is going to hell,” said Moore, poking
fun at Jeff Sessions; although,
there is no proof Sessions ever
said such a thing.
Bean took the opposite perspective. He believes the advancement of pot law and the
acceptance among Americans
has created an uphill battle for
this administration.
“We’re to a point where if
they try to push this and really
make moves to affect the industry, they’ll be getting bad press,”
Bean said. He believes the administration ultimately will not
completely abolish pot law.
They are “all bark, and no
bite.”
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I normally try to avoid talking
about politics. It’s such a polarizing topic and I usually enjoy
getting along with people, so I
usually don’t talk about it, even
with the people I agree with.
Unfortunately for me, the biggest news story floating around
this week is about President
Trump and former FBI Director
James Comey.
For those who haven’t caught
wind of this, Trump fired Comey on May 9. So what’s newsworthy about that? I thought firing people was Trump’s whole
schtick.
It turns out that the abruptly
dismissed Comey was leading
a criminal investigation into
whether some of Trump’s advisors worked with Russian officials to manipulate the 2016
United State presidential election.
It’s a claim we’ve heard many
times before: “Trump rigged the
election!”
From an objective standpoint,
without reading into things,
what is wrong with this move?
For starters, it looks really suspicious. Regardless of whether
or not you agree that the investigation is necessary, it looks
suspicious to abruptly terminate
the man leading it. At the very
least, it’s a bad PR move.
Additionally, many Americans agree with this decision.
According to NPR, Trump’s
base thinks that he made the
right call.
The real issue arises when we
look at how Trump explained
the decision.
Trump essentially undermined his own staff’s explanation and destroyed any chance
of explaining this away quietly.
Trump fired Comey on a
Tuesday afternoon and the
White House explained in a
press release that the reasoning
was Comey’s mishandling of the
Clinton email investigation.
Let’s ignore that this explanation is strange on it’s own because didn’t Trump benefit from
that investigation?
According to the White
House staff, the decision was
heavily based heavily on review
and recommendation from deputy attorney general, Rod Ro-

senstein and attorney general
Jeff Sessions.
This seems like a smart explanation because it distances
Trump from the decision.
Aaron Blake, senior political
reporter for the Washington
Post, said on WBUR’s “On
Point” that they did this because they were worried the
story would be that Trump fired
Comey because Comey was investigating him.
Many democrats obviously
came to this conclusion.
Then on May 11, Trump
came out and contradicted his
own press team in an interview
with NBC.
“Regardless of recommendation, I was going to fire Comey,”
he said.
This made the White House
seem divided and the firing all
that more suspicious.
“It was set up a while ago,”
said Trump in the interview.
“And frankly, I could have waited, but what difference does it
make?”
Trump also admitted that he
was thinking about the Russia
investigation while he made the
decision.
“When I decided to just [fire
Comey],” Trump said, “I said
to myself, I said, you know, this
Russia thing with Trump and
Russia is a made-up story, it’s
an excuse by the Democrats for
having lost an election that they
should have won.”
Now the Senate Intelligence
Committee is inviting Comey to
testify that Trump asked him to
quit the investigation.
Rep. Justin Amash (R-Mich.)
said that if these allegation are
true, they are ground for impeachment.
This story has snowballed into
an enormous PR disaster, which
I’ve named Mike Pence’s wet
dream.
I hope you keep an eye on this
story, because people are comparing it to Watergate and it
seems legitimately possible that
Trump could be up for impeachment.
I’ll see you next week Wildcats,
Kailan Manandic, EIC

Editorial policy: The Observer is a public forum for student expression,
in which student editors make policy and content decisions. The mission
of the Observer is two-fold: to serve Central Washington University as a
newspaper and to provide training for students who are seeking a career in
journalism. The Observer seeks to provide complete, accurate, dependable
information to the campus and community; to provide a public forum for
the free debate of issues, ideas and problems facing the community at large;
and to be the best source for campus, entertainment and sports news. As a
training program, the Observer is the practical application of the theories
and principles of journalism. It teaches students to analyze and communicate information that is vital to the decision making of the community at
large. It provides a forum for students to learn the ethics, values, and skills
needed to succeed in their chosen career. If you have questions call (509)
963 -1073 or e-mail us at cwuobserver@gmail.com.
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County growth impacts energy, infrastructure issues
By Eric Rosane
News Reporter
Driving into the Kittitas Valley, the first thing you might
notice is the vast landscape. At
night, the land takes a whole different perspective. You’ll notice
the blinking lights resting atop
windmills on the wind farms,
or perhaps the fog that wraps
around the borders of the valley,
or even the small glimmers of
light that identify homes across
Kittitas County.
With Kittitas County being
recognized as the tenth fastest
growing county in the United
States, it’s easy to question how
the city is going to be handling
the recent influx of residence in
the valley.
How will the local government handle new development
structures and city lights in the
coming years?
The City of Ellensburg currently has public works standards that allow expansions of
roads and city development if
the public has enough interest.
This ensures that city development isn’t harmful or doesn’t
intrude on other projects, and
this standard is currently covering such projects as street light
development.
Electrical Project Engineer
Tom Hammond has been working with the City of Ellensburg
for a year and a half now, and
said that the public works standards play a large role in the
city’s development.
“You can present it to the right
representative, or city representative as far as the energy services department or the public
works department if you wanted additional street lighting,”
Hammond said. “Just talk to a
city representative and we’ll see
what we can do.”
Hammond emphasized the
flexibility that the departments
have with the public. If infrastructure issues continue to persist, or issues become prominent
enough to be quantifiable, it’s
important that people contact
their city council representative
in order to get these issues resolved.
Even with the increasing rise
in population throughout the
county, City Council Member
Mary Morgan doesn’t see the

Xander Fu/The Observer

While there is a sufficient amount of lighting all across Central Washington University’s campus, lighting is more sparse throughout Ellensburg and Kittitas County.

city’s transformation as a high
Mount Vernon and parts of Se- area for the better part of the
pressing issue. Morgan said
decade, according to his Linkeattle,” Morgan said.
that she believes that the impact
Paul Meyer, senior electrical dIn. Meyer is very familiar with
of the city’s high immigration
engineer at the City of Ellens- the system that the city uses to
won’t be felt for years to come, burg, thinks that the city current- prioritize energy consumption
and even then the city will know
ly now has a very healthy and and thinks that the plan is flexhow to properly respond.
well developed model for energy ible enough to be used for years
“Things don’t happen with
to come.
consumption.
the speed here [like]
“The growth of the city
they do in large cities,”
doesn’t happen so quickMorgan said. “But
ly that we’re not able to
because we’re a small
adjust for the load or
Things don’t happen with the how it affects our capactown, one change in
speed here [like] they do in large cit- ity,” Meyer said. “ As our
the right direction has
a tendency then to afies. But because we’re a small town, system exists currently,
fect the community on
we have plenty of spare
one change in the right direction has capacity
the whole.”
given the load
a tendency then to affect the com- we need.”
Morgan has lived in
Ellensburg for over 19
The city examines its
munity on the whole.
years and has seen the
growth in a six-year study.
development of the
They hire an outside
-Mary Morgan, Ellensburg City Councilwoman
community on a scale
consultant who examines
that not too many resrecords, such as energy
idents get to see.
The Energy Services Depart- consumption. They update their
She’s very enthusiastic about ment is easily able to identify models and then give recomthe city’s growth but hopes that and track how much energy is mendations on improvements
it will keep its small town charm. used throughout the city and that can be made for the system.
they’re easily able to supplement
“I think that the city has a good
Additional resources that are
for the rising energy usage in available to the department,
land use code, and I think, on
Kittitas County.
the whole [it] manages to stay
such as forecasting and energy
Meyer has worked for the city adjustments, have helped the
away from the strip mall kind
of thing and the unbridled de- for three years, and previous- city determine which portions
ly worked in similar positions are growing the quickest and at
velopment—that’s something
that I’ve seen happen in Everett, throughout the greater Seattle what rate they are growing. It’s

“

”

a fairly modern system, Meyer
said.
Hammond’s department, in
Public Works, and a few others
will also be assisting Energy Services in its six-year system study
to better understand what standards and systems need to be
improved upon.
As development for new street
lights and energy consumption
begins to rise, the key is ultimately in the hands of the citizens of the city of Ellensburg
to help ensure that roads are
properly lit and that urban development is properly managed.
It’s really more of a shared responsibility with the city, and as
we see more Seattleites migrate
out of the more densely populated areas, the public can assist
by informing the city of what
areas need more improvement,
Hammond said.
“I know that most people who
come here love the feeling of the
small town,” Morgan said. “If
we add what they’re projecting
for us in the next 20 years, it’s
a little scary but I’ll be a really
old lady by that time, so it won’t
really matter.”

Pr o f e ssor a warded c itizenship aw ar d
By Samuel Beaumonte
News Reporter
Central Philosophy Professor Cynthia Coe was honored
for the “2017 Representative
Timm Ormsby Award for Faculty Citizenship,” emphasizing
her involvement in workshops in
the Ellensburg community.
Coe’s workshops focus on
gender identity issues and terminology, vulnerabilities of

transgenders and what schools
can do to make students feel safe
and accepted.
“I just recently learned that I
was this year’s honoree, which is
great,” Coe said. “I do feel that
all of the work that I’ve done
has been a collective effort. We
don’t do anything by ourselves,
so I really credit the women and
gender studies faculty here and
others who have contributed to
these efforts.”
Coe has previously been

awarded the “University Distinguished Professor of Service” in
2015, as well as the “College of
Arts and Humanities Outstanding Faculty Research Award,”
the “College of Arts and Humanities Service Award” and
the “CWU Alumni Association
Excellence in Teaching Award.”
These efforts can be seen
around campus with her contributions to Rock Against Rape,
sexual assault awareness programs, Women’s History Month

and more.
“There are various programs that we support here on
campus to call people’s attention
to issues around gender identity
[and] sexual orientation,” Coe
said. “We just recently passed a
major so now people can major
in women’s gender and sexuality
studies.”
With transgender issues on
the rise and legal battles at universities such as North Carolina,
Coe believes that CWU can play

a big part in educating those
around them, including general
information about transgender
non-discrimination.
“I think students at the university level can be really helpful in terms of educating both
people younger than them, and
people older than they are in
terms of what transgender is
and why this population is particularly vulnerable to forms
of prejudice and microaggressions,” Coe said.
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The trials and tribulations of summer financial aid
By Jack Belcher
News Reporter
Registering for financial aid
for summer quarter is a little
different than registering for
other quarters.
Students might not have any
financial aid left for summer
quarter and students need to
submit multiple forms to be
eligible.
According to CWU’s Financial Services Director Adrian
Naranjo, “in addition to the
free application for federal student aid also known the FAFSA, a student is required to
submit a summer financial aid
application through CWU’s
website.”
On the CWU financial aid
website, there is a section labeled “Summer Aid,” that will
lead students to the summer
financial aid application.
It is important to note that
students applying for summer
financial aid need both the
summer aid application and
a completed FAFSA, which
needs to be submitted by June
30.
“We do ask that students are
already enrolled so that we can
calculate the amount of aid
that they would be eligible for.
Sometimes we can do it based
on students attending full time,
but not all students attend full
time for summer, so we do ask
them to enroll so that we know

“

Luis Pineda/Observer

Many students have been discouraged registering for summer classes over worry about the summer financial aid process.

that they are enrolled,”
Naranjo said.
The reason CWU’s financial office wants students to be enrolled, according to Naranjo is “in
order for a student to be eligible for a loan, they have
to be taking at least six
credits, so if someone puts
on their application that they
are only going to be taking

eligible to begin with.”
The only exceptions are
They might not have any granted to graduate stumoney for summer because dents who have a required
they already used all their minimum of five credits.
Summer quarter is
money for the year.
the last of the academic
year, students might find
that they don’t have any
- Adrian Naranjo, Financial Services Director
money available through
only four credits or five, that
financial aid.
we don’t try to award them any
“Take an example of someloans because they wouldn’t be

”

one who has been attending all
year, when we first award the
student whose year began in
the fall, we are taking the maximum amount of money they
are eligible for the year and
we divide it into three quarters “fall, winter, and summer,”
Naranjo said.
This means many students
might have exhausted their
possible financial options.
“So in general the student
who has already used all their
money including loans and
grants and everything else,
they might not have any money for summer because they already used all their money for
the year,” Naranjo said.
If a student has not used
all of his our her financial aid,
then that student would still be
able to use that money.
Naranjo added that “Central does provide some scholarships in the forms of waivers for summer, so it varies by
different areas in some cases
there is maybe some help for
the College of Education or
College of Business, and it is
all done by the college who selects which students they want
to give those funds to.”
If a student wants to see
what kind of money he or she
is eligible for, Naranjo says that
they should speak to a counselor to see what aid is available
to them.

A Midsummer
Night’s
Dream
Directed by Mahieu Chapman

509-963-1429
CWU Wildcat Shop
cwu.edu/theatre/tickets

May 12, 13, 18, 19, 20 at 7:30 PM
May 14, 21 at 2:00 PM
Clymer Grand Ballroom $15 Adult (18-64)
on the 2nd oor of the Clymer Musuem

AA/EEO/Title IX/Veteran/Disability Employer. For Accommodation: DS@cwu.edu

$12 Senior (65+)
$10 Youth
$8 CWU Student w/ID
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New budget model gains traction at forum
By Racquel Rollins
Senior News Reporter
Budget forums on Monday,
May 8, and Thursday, May 11,
presented new and more accurate budget numbers as well as
new information regarding the
governance structure for the
new budget model.
While the 2017-18 budget is
nearly ﬁnalized, the most recent
improvements include more accurate numbers for facility costs,
academic support and overhead.
All numbers are still estimated, but according to Vice President of Business and Financial
Aﬀairs Joel Klucking, the numbers for what CWU would get
from the state and because of
tuition are based on conservative estimates.
Nearly 100 people in total, the
Xander Fu/The Observer
majority being faculty, showed
up to the budget forums. Near- The new budget, called a Responsibility-Centered Management budget, will be enacted by the start of fall quarter.
ly everyone voiced a concern
student aﬀairs. “It’s about being en to deans had three out of the
their money
about the
more
strategic.”
four colleges with some money
in
order
to
new budColleges are already feeling
left over. This money stays with
reach their
get model,
pinched,
considering
they
are
the
college.
“eﬃ
ciency
tar[Reaching the efﬁciency]
known as
getting
less
money
than
under
The
College of Arts and Huget,”
which
is
RCM or
is not about ﬁring people.
the
current
incremental
budget
manities
(CAH) is the only col2.5
percent
ResponsiIt’s about being more
lege that would end with a deﬁof their ex- model, said Audrey Huerta, a
bility-Censtrategic.
geology professor.
cit without the help of the other
penses.
t e r e d
Klucking
explained
colleges
colleges. This additional help is
Reaching
Manage-Katherine Frank, Provost
are
currently
overspending.
Unknown as a subvention.
the
eﬃ
cienment.
der the new model the colleges
The reason that the CAH
cy target “is
Each
have
to
think
more
carefully
gets
the subvention is due to
not
about
ﬁ
ring
people,”
said
college was told to be more straabout
where
their
money
is
gothe
fact
that it brings in a lot of
Katherine
Frank,
provost
and
tegic about the way they spend
ing. The most recent budgets giv- students through programs that
vice president of academic and

“

”

do not necessarily bring in a lot
of money, such as the theatre
and music departments. Considering the new budget model
is based solely on student credit
hours— and these students also
take classes oﬀered from other
colleges— these other colleges
inadvertently make money from
the CAH programs, said Thomas Tenerelli, a ﬁnance professor.
The new budget model will
also bring along a new governance structure. Currently,
CWU has a Budget and Finance Committee (BFC) that
then goes through the Chief
Financial Oﬃcer (CFO), to the
President’s Cabinet and ﬁnally,
the Board of Trustees.
“The new budget model explodes the BFC,” Frank said.
Under the new governance
structure, the Budget Executive
Committee would replace the
BFC and it would report straight
to the President’s Cabinet.
There would then be several
committees under the Budget
Executive Committee including
the Budget Allocations Subcommittee, Space and Equipment
Subcommittee and the Tuition
Waiver Subcommittee.
Each subcommittee will include various administrators,
deans and faculty. While they
can give recommendations, ﬁnal decisions are up to President
James Gaudino.

START TAKING CHARGE.
START HIGHER.
START UNBREAKABLE FRIENDSHIPS.
START OUT ON TOP.
START SHOWING THE WAY.
START GETTING AHEAD OF THE GAME.
START LEADING.
START STRONG.
There’s strong. Then there’s Army Strong. Enroll in Army
ROTC at CWU to develop leadership skills and earn an Army
Officer’s commission after graduation. Army ROTC also
offers full-tuition scholarships. With a start like that, there
are no limits. To get started, visit goarmy.com/rotc/gx59

Sign up for CWU Army ROTC by registering for the MSL 101 - Foundations of Leadership course for Fall Quarter! Call (509) 963-3520 - e-mail
armyrotc@cwu.edu - Stop by Peterson Hall, Rm. 202 for more information.
©2015. Paid for by the United States Army. All rights reserved.
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Campus trees removed or replaced during construction

Luis Pineda/The Observer

Trees like these along the outside of the Samuelson Building construction area have been disappearing as the campus grows.

By Racquel Rollins
Senior News Reporter
CWU is known for having a
beautiful and lush campus, so
when a few of the over 3,000
trees started to be removed,
students took notice.
Lathan Wedin, director of
planning and projects, said
that — in the case of the trees
around Samuelson — many
will be removed because they
are either dead or would become harmed while putting the
utilities into the building.
He also pointed out that
many of the trees are rotten
and since they have the capital funding to deal with them,

now is the time to remove dead
trees and plant new ones.
Overall, about 50 trees will
be removed. However, 63 new
trees will be planted.
“Some of these trees, even
though they look like they’re
living, they’re ﬁlled with concrete,” said Joe Han, vice president of operations.
It is unknown who ﬁlled up
the trees with concrete, but it
was most likely done decades
ago rather than take down
trees.
The trees were completely
rotten on the inside, so this essentially kept them together.
In 2002, Mary Poulsen, a
professor of biological scienc-

es here at CWU, published
data she had gathered, with
the help of students, on all of
the trees here on campus. The
data showed that many of the
trees were dead.
Here we are, 15 years later
and most of those dead trees
are still here.
“Trees don’t last forever, I
think people forget that,” Han
said. “Why wouldn’t we remove them for safety? Take it
down, I say. I don’t want there
to be a fall risk.”
Wedin agreed that the trees
are a fall risk. Some of the
trees have a branch 9 inches in
diameter and only the last inch
is still alive, Wedin said.

Luis Pineda/The Observer

An evergreen tree stands tall near the former Samuelson Union Building project.

Any tree that was deemed
New trees will be planted as
alive by
one of
the data
the last
collectsteps of
ed
by
construcP o u l s e n Trees don’t last forever, I tion.
back in
Wedin
2002 will think people forget that. also has
be trans- Why wouldn’t we remove h o p e s
planted
for an arif
it’s them for safety?
borist, or
possible
other bito move
ological
-Joe Han, Vice President of Operations
t h e m
expert—
without
such as
interfering with construction.
Poulsen— to get new data and
Transplanting trees is a diﬃ- create an adopted tree replacecult process that can take time, ment plan. However, this will
especially due to the size of
most likely not happen in the
many of the trees, Han said.
near future, Wedin said.
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Sugar Thai Cuisine
The Best of Thai Food

10% Off Any Purchase Sugar Thai Cuisine
(509).933.4224 • Fax (509).933.4288
306 N Pine St, Ellensburg, WA 98926

Open 7 Days a Week
Mon. - Thurs. 11am - 9pm
Fri. & Sat. 11am - 9:30pm
Sun. Noon - 9pm

Pregnant?

You have options.

CARING & CONFIDENTIAL

Stop in for a free pregnancy test.

Find us:
CareNetEllensburg.org

Call us:
(509)925-2273

Visit us:
111 E 4th Ave • Ellensburg
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Parking Availability… Or lack thereof
By Brooklyn Isaacs
Copy Desk

Included in CWU’s charges
for tuition and fees is access to
the Recreation (Rec.) Center, as
well as the various Mac and PC
labs among campus.
Although there are many
beneﬁts to these fees, the school
charges a separate--yet optional-- fee for their annual parking
passes.
For an academic year, CWU
students are asked to pay an
additional $193, but for what?
With or without construction or
an inﬂux of incoming students,
there is absolutely no available
parking close to where I-- and
many of my peers-- need to be.
With a morning class in Dean
Hall, I am forced to park in lot
N19, which is located about 0.7
miles from my class. Although
over a half mile doesn’t sound
too terrible, it takes approximately 13-15 minutes to walk
to class.
This is a result of the recent
construction on-campus caused
by Movezilla. I ﬁnd myself asking the following: “Why am I
still having to walk 15 minutes
to get to my classroom from my
car?” We need additional parking lots available to student drivers, not more buildings.

Jack Lambert/Observer

Recent ﬂooding on campus caused large puddles in the parking lots around campus. This added to the already tight parking situation that causes many students frustration.

Since purchasing a parking
pass, I have come to realize
that there is parking availability
close to campus, but are seemingly unavailable due to congestion or a lack of authorization.
For example, parking lot
G15--which is located Southeast of the SURC--is predominantly empty, but students risk
getting ticketed because access
is only granted to faculty and
staﬀ of the university.
I don’t mind that staﬀ has

their own parking lot, but when
I see cars with a staﬀ parking
permit parked in student parking lots, I can’t help but get angry.
As a luxury, staﬀ permit holders are cleared to park in any
parking lot they please whether
it be a student parking lot or the
staﬀ parking lot.
This makes it diﬃcult for
students who have designated
parking lots and limited space
to park.

As if the parking situation
couldn’t get anymore frustrating, let’s factor in 15 or 30 minute parking spots. They’re exceptionally close to the SURC,
but pose a problem because of
the limited time.
When I go through the parking lots to ﬁnd a sport, I always
notice that the 15 and 30 minute spots are just sitting there…
empty.
I believe that CWU students
would beneﬁt from having

more accessible, 24 hour parking spots.
With the increase in students,
I believe it is necessary to expand our parking. An option
used by several universities-- including Boise State University
(BSU) and the University of
Washington (UW)-- area parking garages.
These parking garages save
space and could solve the issue
of parking congestion here on
campus.

summer
at EW U
Accelerate your
possibilities.

Stay on track and get ahead!
Start planning now.
ewu.edu/summer | Cheney | Spokane | Online
EWUSummerSession
@EWUSummer
11940 summer observer.indd 1

3/28/17 11:03 AM
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behind the ball

MARC RODGERS
-Continued from cover
“My mom is a twin and her sister has two daughters. We all
grew up in the same house,” Rodgers says. “By science… we
share 25 percent [of our DNA], so we’re technically brother
and sisters in a way.”
Rodgers’ family knew all about his dream and gave their input the best they could, but they ultimately left the decision up
to him. Shortly after, Rodgers boarded a plane to start his new
life at CWU.
“I think the scariest part was moving so far away from home,”
Rodgers says. “I had never been to Ellensburg before.”
Like any young adult leaving home for the ﬁrst time, Rodgers
began to question his decision, and he started wondering what
would have happened if he had stayed in Los Angeles. Rodgers
says he probably would have transferred—or at least looked at
his options—had it not been for a holiday he spent with former
teammate Julian Vaughn’s family.
“It played a big part in me staying here,” Rodgers says. “I
felt like I ﬁnally had someone I could relate to and that I was
close to.”
During Thanksgiving break in 2013, Rodgers found himself
unable to be with his family due to a busy practice schedule
and not enough time to ﬂy home. He would have been the only
one to stay on campus had it not been for Vaughn. The junior
guard brought Rodgers home to Tacoma to celebrate with his
family. What may only have been a kind gesture to Vaughn, was
something much more to Rodgers.
“It probably didn’t seem like a big deal to him, but it was to
me,” Rodgers says.

Branching out

Sitting outside Nicholson Pavilion Gymnasium on a staircase, Rodgers says hello to everyone who walks by. He calls
them all by name, including Sammy Henderson, director of
athletics communications and somewhat of a personal mentor
to Rodgers.
Henderson has “brought me in on the days when he can tell
that I’m not having a good day,” Rodgers says. “Most people in
the athletic program knows what’s going on … with me.”
Every so often Rodgers glances back to his teammates scrimmaging during an open gym. Any person can see that he’d
rather be playing than sitting, but still he’s polite and focused
on the task at hand.
“I’m close with everyone, these guys are my brothers,” Rodgers says. “I’m kind of like the mediator to everyone, but it
doesn’t go past basketball.”
In his ﬁrst season with the Wildcats, Rodgers admits he didn’t
socialize much outside of being with the team, because of his
focus on basketball. But Vaughn and other teammates opened
him up to moving outside of his comfort zone.
By the time Vaughn graduated in 2015, the team dynamic
was much diﬀerent. The Wildcats’ roster now boasted six players from out of state, including Rodgers’ high school teammate
Jerome Bryant, who joined the team the year after Rodgers.
Bryant and Rodgers played together during Rodgers’ senior
year at Cathedral Prep School in LA. During that time, they
formed a bond that would eventually bring Bryant to CWU.
“It was kind of nice to have someone from the same place,”
Bryant says. “We went through the same things as freshmen.”
Bryant recalls how CWU oﬀered Rodgers a spot after a tournament he attended in Seattle and Rodgers telling the CWU
coaches they would ﬁnd a good player in Bryant.
Top photo: Rodgers during pregame intros. Rodgers has been the PG since freshman year.
Bottom photo: Rodgers with Jacxon during the holidays.
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Unexpected setbacks

With only a few days until the 2015-16 season came underway, Rodgers collapsed in pain during a scrimmage with an
injury that would find him benched for the entirety of the season. The official diagnosis: a torn meniscus, sprained MCL and
patellar tendon and a fractured tibia.
Over the next eight to nine months Rodgers would undergo
two procedures: one to correct the tear, and a second to break
up the scar tissue that had formed. All the while, Rodgers worried if he’d ever be the same again or, worse, lose his place on
the team.
“It seems like not a big deal to some people,” Rodgers says.
“When you get hurt, you
worry that coaches will
forget about you … and
maybe they’ll recruit over
you.”
In tough times, Rodgers would turn to basketball as a way to relieve
stress and take his mind
off things, but with his injuries, he had no escape
from the string of tragedies that struck next.
During his rehab process, Rodgers received
word that his childhood
friend, Sydney Dorsey,
had been killed in a car
accident in LA. Instead of
letting the sadness overwhelm him, Rodgers decided to look at the positive side of things.
“I still have my knee. I
have other friends,” Rodgers says. “If my friend
Rodgers with his Grandma Darlene as a baby.
was still around, he would
want me [to do] well.”
Rodgers kept those thoughts in mind throughout the rest
of his recovery process and into his second junior year. While
he was considered a senior by the university, Rodgers still had
two more years of athletics eligibility because his injury had
taken him out of commission before the season began.
Just before Rodgers was set to return to Ellensburg, his maternal grandmother, Darlene passed away. Given the close-knit
bond shared by Rodgers and his family, it was like a blow to the
stomach for Rodgers especially and he began to consider not
returning to CWU.
When these thoughts began to creep in again, Rodgers
turned to his family and teammate Desmond Ross for advice.
“He seemed pretty sincere when he was thinking about it,”
Ross says. “We talked about it and he’s still here.”
Ross and Rodgers have known each other since they played
tournament basketball on club teams as kids. Ross also credits
Rodgers for having a large part in his coming to play for CWU.
“I’ve been to two other schools before” CWU, Ross says. “He
told me about the system and the team feel. The city is very
supportive of the basketball program.”
Ross says he remembers playing against Rodgers as a kid and
even then, he had a personality that was hard to forget.
“You can’t pick a favorite memory with Marc—he’s a character,” Ross says. “He’s always got a big smile and a big heart.
He’s just a joy to be around and play with… and against”
Rodgers returned to Ellensburg for the 2016-17 season.
He was still unsure of what the season would hold, but now
he had something to look forward to. The team was set to
play two games in Seaside, California, against Cal State San
Bernardino (CSSB) and Cal State Monterey Bay (CSMB) in
mid-November.
Rodgers’ family made the drive to watch him play, including
his paternal grandmother, Bobbie, who would pass soon after.
Rodgers recalls crying multiple times before, during and after
the CSSB game, knowing it would be one of the last his grandma would see him play in.

“It was stomach wrenching,” Rodgers says. “She’d lost a lot
of weight and I could tell she was kind of sick.”
Rodgers recalls his grandmother was too sick to attend the
CSMB game the next day, but instead watched the game online
from the hotel room.
“I knew she was watching,” Rodgers says. “I wanted to make sure
that if that was the last game she watched, she saw the best in me.”
The game was one of Rodgers’ best of the season; he scored
12 points in the 93-87 win.
Not long after the Wildcats ended their season, Rodgers received a call from his father saying it was time for him to fly
home to say his goodbyes.
“I’m usually never home, I’m always
in Washington,” Rodgers says. My
grandmas “could have passed way before then. They could of have passed
when I was in a game, in practice
during the season.”
Rodgers doesn’t like to think his
grandmas exactly waited for him, but
he is grateful he got to say his goodbyes
before they passed.
“They were both there with me
when I took my first breath, and I was
there with them as they took their last
ones,” Rodgers says. “I came in with
them and they went out with me.”
Recharging and remembering
In memory of his grandmother Bobbie, Rodgers got a tattoo of a roaring
lion on his right bicep. He also has
four roses representing each one of his
grandparents.
“The lion kind of represents everything I stand for … a lion doesn’t
wait on anything,” Rodgers says. “My
grandmother was a very active person
as far as taking control of things, she
didn’t believe in waiting on anything.”
Rodgers also credits her as being a large part of his decision
to come to CWU.
“My grandmother was one of the most positive people I’ve
ever met,” Rodgers says. “If it wasn’t for her I’d probably be in
a worse place than I am right now.”
Rodgers also has multiple voicemails saved from his grandmother yelling at him for missing free-throws or having good
games, or sharing his nervousness before games.
“I think it was the game against Western Washington my
sophomore year and we won at the buzzer,” Rodgers says. “My
sister says my grandma shut down the whole street. She was
yelling out the window she was so happy.”
There is also a recent new addition to the Rodgers’ family.
Rodgers’ cousin Devin gave birth to a baby boy named Jaxon
about a year ago.
Jaxon “has been the best thing that happened to my family
[right now],” Rodgers says. “He’s been my best friend since the
day he [was born]. I talk to him like we’ve known each other
for 20 years.”
Rodgers credits all of his family, especially his parents, for
where he is today.
“They really have been there for everything for me,” Rodgers says.
During the offseason, Rodgers says he is focusing on getting
back to himself and continuing to heal.
“I’m trying to bounce back,” Rodgers says. “There’s days where
I wake up and I feel like everything is just taken [from me].”
Though there is still another season in front of him, Rodgers is
now turning his attention to what happens after the final buzzer.
“I really want to do coaching,” Rodgers says. “If I can play
overseas I probably will.”
Rodgers has already been with the team for four years and
has plenty of time to reflect, but he says now is his time to get
his mind right and look at the bright side.
“If there’s anything I can walk away with from my time here
at [CWU], it’s that it’s made me a stronger person,” Rodgers
says. “It’s prepared me for a lot more than basketball.”

Photos Courtesy of Marc Rodgers / Layout by Taylor Morrell
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Civics Week
-Continued from cover
Public service “is a calling,” Manweller said. “If you don’t walk
out of [the State House] feeling an honor and a responsibility to
improve your constituents’ lives, you’ve been there too long.”
Lillquist, who works at a localized level as a councilwoman
diﬀering from Manweller and Stambaugh’s public oﬃces, said
public service is something anybody can partake in.
Public service means “being actively engaged in your community,” Lillquist said. “It’s about using your time as a beneﬁt to
the community and sometimes putting self-interest aside. I think
there’s a lot of ways to serve that aren’t elected positions. You’re
doing public service if you’re coaching a little league team, it is a
public service to do the type of stuﬀ the Rotary Club does.”
After two introductory questions, the questions alternated between City Council members and State Representatives, but the
focus stayed on CWU and higher education. Despite a focus on
K-12 education in the state budget, all the panel members acknowledged the signiﬁcance of higher education and its expenditure.
“Aﬀordability for higher education is critical,” Stambaugh said.
“I know this from not just a policy maker standpoint, but I entered the University of Washington (UW) right at the start of the
recession. My tuition from my freshman year to my senior year
increased 60 percent. I have a lot of peers who didn’t get their
degrees because it was too expensive.”
Pollet, who teaches at the UW and is the Vice Chair of the
Higher Education Committee in the State Legislature, added
that the legislature is in special session discussing the budget and
that students should have a say in their education.
“This is a call to action,” Pollet said. “We will be shutting down
the state government unless we get a budget by July 1. If you want
a tuition freeze and you want a State Need Grant expansion, it is
vital that you talk to legislatures, whether you’re right here in this
district of where you’re registered to vote… This is going to be decided within the next thirty days. Where’s the demand for State Need
Grant to be expanded? All of that comes from you. You have to be
mobilizing… We need to hear you, and we need to hear you now.”
Elliott further emphasized that in Ellensburg, student engagement is imperative to ensuring the City Council represents everyone in the community.

Photos by Xander Fu / Layout by Taylor Morrell

“We’re a small community,” Elliott said. “The people on campus, students, professors, that is Ellensburg. There’s a turnover,
but we want to engage with CWU’s students and professors. Let
us represent you.”
Seeing representatives believe in the value of higher education was worth going to the event said junior public health major
Alexis Everett said.
“It was reassuring that they believe in an all-inclusive environment,” Everett said. “There was a lot of diversity in the crowd,
which was a well-rounded representation of our students. Some
of them are professors. I think it’s important to reach out, how
else do we get change?”

Keynote Speakers

Closing out Local Government Day, the CWU community
welcomed two keynote speakers who have had extensively prominent careers in local and national government. King County Executive Dow Constantine and Acting Executive Director of the
Washington State Commission on Hispanic Aﬀairs (WSCHA)
Lisa van der Lugt both gave extensive speeches on their upbringing into government and how local governing bodies help to empower the nation as a whole.
Having held his position of King County Executive for over
eight years, Constantine is no stranger to the political climate of
Washington state and the greater King County area. He’s also no
stranger to campaigning. In 1996, early is Constantine’s political
career, he ran for the 34th district in the state House of Representatives and won by a small margin of 388 votes.
“There was a very real chance that I would lose and humiliate my parents and everyone who knew me,” said Constantine
light-heartedly, “ In fact, after a long vote count of many, many
days, I was declared the winner of the primary.”
After earning his degree from UW’s School of Law, Constantine went on to practice law and eventually run for the House of
Representatives. Constantine, when describing his career in law
and politics, compared it to an occasional gut check. Early on
he was constantly asking himself if this was the right path or if
certain opportunities were worth the risk.
Constantine came into his current oﬃce of King County Executive in 2009, when Ron Sims announced that he would be
leaving his post at King County for an executive position in the
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United States Department of Housing And Urban Development.
He was up against many different candidates from different
backgrounds and was surprised to win the election.
Towards the end of Constantine’s talk, there was also some
commentary on community development and the reaction of
King County in light of the election of President Trump. King
County is also noticing great success with the Affordable Care
Act, and Constantine notes that it’s in part due to the cooperation
that the county has been experiencing with its residence.
“The 2016 election had a profound impact on King County
and will continue to do so. What did it teach us?” Constantine
asks. “Well, not everyone in this country is enjoying the same kind
of economic story that we are in Washington state… deindustrialization across the Midwest and elsewhere has left a lot of people
feeling distressed, disenfranchised, and alienated. As a nation, we
have not done the hard work to find a way for those communities
to get hitched to this modern economy.”
Overall, Constantine hopes the work that he does will impact
every person for the better. The core mission is to help every person fulfill their potential so that they can become their greatest,
Constantine said.
“[The political center] is shifting towards places that are looking to the 21st century economy, looking to a pluralistic future,
looking to create a future in which we continue to advance the
basic notion that, not only are people created equal, but that every person has value to contribute and should be free to succeed
in that,” Constantine said.
The acting Executive Director of the Washington State Commission on Hispanic Affairs (WSCHA) Lisa van der Lugt is a Yakima Valley native who grew up and around Grandview, Washington and is a CWU Alumni. During her talk, van der Lugt
spoke on her family’s rich history in both the community and
government, and also spoke on the trials that both she and her
family faced working in local government as a person of color.
Van der Lugt spoke with great emphasis on the importance of
community and family, saying that she wasn’t initially sure if she
deserved to be a keynote speaker. Only after realizing the impact
that the community of CWU had on her, did she realize that it
was necessary for her to attend.
Van der Lugt’s mother and father were very active in Yakima
Valley politics and local government. Early on her mother served
on the Democratic National Committee and her father was eventually appointed by former Governor Dan Evans to enact on a
committee to establish the WSCHA.
To say that civil duty runs in van der Lugt’s blood would be an
understatement. Van der Lugt is a believer in the influence of the
public and thinks that as long as citizens are equipped with all
the possible resources they need to be successful, they can make a
huge impact in their local and state legislature.
“Whether you agree with the politics of a particular legislature
or not, they’re doing it because they want to and they want to
make a difference and it’s really a hard job,” Van der Lugt said.
“ I really hope that you will leave knowing that it’s a crazy world
right now and they’re doing the best that they can… This legislature is amazing - whether you’re a republican or a democrat —
they’re working through some very difficult issues.”
After graduating from CWU with a double major in education
and political science, van der Lugt eventually met then Senator
Jay Inslee. Inslee, recognizing the awareness and empathy that
van der Lugt felt for marginalized communities across Washington state, offered van der Lugt a position as Chief of Staff — after 13 interviews— according to van der Lugt.
“The reason I bring this up is [because] he took a chance with
me. He got all sorts of grief. ‘It’s bad enough she’s a woman, but
a Mexican too?’” Van der Lugt said. “He took a chance. And
because of that projectory, that risk someone was able to take, it
pushed me. It pushed me out of my comfort zone and propelled
me into the Gates foundation.”
Van der Lugt also spoke intently on her time at the Gates Foundation. In 2004, van der Lugt held multiple positions at the Bill
and Melinda Gates Foundation serving primarily as a co-chair
to the foundation. She also spoke about the importance of unity
amongst different cultures and the importance of understanding the economic and social difficulties of those who are out of
frame.
“We can do so much if we just come together and we accept
differences. There were people living in poverty who had different
opinions, but they all need health and we need to help them if we
can. It doesn’t matter where they live; it doesn’t matter what color
their skin is. Everybody deserves a chance,” Van der Lugt said.
In true Wildcat fashion, Van der Lugt ended with a reiterated
statement that she felt was important to provide to the room that
was filled with hopeful future civic leaders. Looking back at her
time at CWU, she also commended the efforts of the university
by saying that CWU students were always at the forefront of the
important societal conversations. And of course, that all stemmed
from her sense of community that she felt.
“So find what you like, find what you love. And when you’re
helping people, think about ‘how can I lift them up?’” Van der
Lugt said. “It’s great if you want to help them, but think about
the next step because that’s critically, critically important.”

Left photo: ASCWU Vice President JR Siperly asks panel of public servants questions Top:
Lisa van der Lugt speaks to students and townspeople in her lecture Second: State Representative Gerry Pollet looks towards van der Lugt as she responds to a questions from a
constituent Third: Siperly and Provost Katherine Frank present King County Executive Dow
Constantine with commemorative scarf as a thank you for coming to CWU Bottom: Constantine speaks emphatically about his rise to King County Executive
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Ask
Dear Dr. H,
What are the beneﬁts of waiting to have sex until marriage?
Dear student,

Dr. H
have sex until after they are
married, largely due to religious
reasons. If this is the case for
you, what meaning does your
faith prescribe to waiting until
marriage? Are there older siblings, cousins or family friends
who you know waited until
marriage to speak with about
what they perceived to be the
beneﬁts?
While this may sound like
an awkward conversation, if
you’re questioning waiting,
maybe talking to those who did
and hearing their experiences
can help you understand your
motivation to wait.
The research on this topic is
somewhat mixed – the “beneﬁts” of waiting are subjective.
That is, people who did and did
not wait will perceive beneﬁts
based on their own experience
and cannot compare to any other path.
If you wait until marriage,
you may be at less risk of contracting an STI, but that’s only
if your husband or wife-to-be is
STI-free.
Sex can cause a lot of stress
for young people in their dating life, so knowing that you’re
waiting may decrease your experience of that.
If you’re dating someone
that also wants to wait (which I
would highly recommend), you
may have more opportunities to
explore each other in meaningful, non-sexual ways and work
together to respect and maintain that boundary you have set
in the relationship.
If the relationship isn’t working, you may be more readily
able to break it oﬀ because you
don’t feel pressured or obligated
to stay with someone you’ve that
shared physical intimacy with.
The beneﬁts of waiting may
be more tangible when you
have a deep connection to the
reason for waiting – something
only you can determine. Sex is
a healthy part of living, and if
you want to wait until you’re
married, you’re entitled to that
decision. Knowing the hows
and whys of your decision will
likely make it easier for you to
do so.
I encourage you to talk to
others in your community who
share that perspective to help
you articulate your reasons for
doing so and supporting you in
that decision.

The beneﬁts of waiting until
marriage to have sex really depend on your perspective of sex
and the value it holds for you.
I’m not saying that people who
have sex prior to marriage devalue sex, but I am saying that
sex holds diﬀerent meanings for
diﬀerent people.
Sex is a healthy part of the
human experience that some
wish to explore as a way of getting to know themselves, what
they enjoy sexually and to experience pleasure. Some people
wait to experience those things,
with one person only, in the
Xander Fu/The Observer
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fore marriage if you’re already
nis club in Yakima and creat- ting with a friend, or intense CWU included, will compete
engaging
in other types of sex.
ed the Table Tennis Club at fast paced and competitive.
in the NCTTA.
People
are getting married
CWU out of necessity.
“It’s a fun little game to
Students who are interested
later
and
sex-before-marriage
is
“We didn’t have anything play and it’s not that hard to in the Table Tennis Club can
less
stigmatized,
so
waiting
until
here, so we thought we pick up, honestly,” said Fran- stop by any practice to sign
marriage to have sex is less comshould start something up,” cisco Graciani, a sophomore up or find the club’s posters
mon than in our parents’ time.
Sahrblom said.
clinical physiology major and around campus.
Still, many people wait to
The club has access to six the vice president of the TaAccording to Sahrblom,
tables, as well as an entire ble Tennis Club.
the club has been advertising
gym. This means that 12
The long term goal of the on the Central Today page Dr. Jill Hoxmeier is a public health professor
people can play singles or 24 club is to eventually compete on the CWU website.
people can play doubles.
in the National Collegiate
“[Table tennis] is fun, at CWU. Send anonymous public health and
Currently, there are about Table Tennis Association come play,” said Graciani. sex-related questions to askdrh@cwuobservfive members in the club, so (NCTTA).
“Nothing bad can come from
er.com and have them answered here.
there is plenty of room for
The NCTTA has a north- it, you won’t get injured.”

Paddles in the air

Ping pong club takes a past-time to the next level
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POPPIN’ TAGS
Grammy winning musician returns
to CWU to talk to students
By Susie Chavez
Staff Reporter

When most students graduate
they are satisﬁed with just ﬁnding a job in their ﬁeld of study.
However, some lucky alums go
on to receive awards in their careers. One of these award-winning alumni is Michael Wansley,
who won two Grammys: One
for best rap song and one for
best rap performance.
Wansley came to CWU earlier this month to talk to students
about working in the music industry and his personal journey
getting there.
Grammy award-winner Wansley, also known as Wanz or TeeWanz, is known for singing the
hook. “I’m gonna pop some tags,
only got twenty dollars in my
pocket” in Macklemore and Ryan
Lewis’ hit song “Thrift Shop.”
He is known not only for
his performance on the diamond-selling single, but also for
wearing his famous three-piece,
peach, plaid suit during the
“Thrift Shop” music video.
Wanz studied music education at CWU and worked in
Dining Services while working on his degree. For most of
Wanz’s time at CWU, he studied music education but worked
something out with CWU and
ended up making his own music

business program.
According to the Director of
Dining Services Dan Layman,
Wanz worked as a dishwasher
and milkshake artist at the old
Samuelson Union Building.
“There was a time where
Wansley was serving the president
of the university at the time and
while making the milkshake, the
shake fell oﬀ the machine, spluttered all over Wanz and onto the
ﬂoor,” Layman said. “But it is so
great to see how far Wansley has
come as a CWU alumni.”
Wanz graduated in 1985 with
a music business degree. Since
graduating from CWU, Wanz has
worked as a delivery driver, a software engineer and a music artist.
In January 2015, Wanz spoke
at the music building, performed
at the halftime show of the basketball game later that night and
has been known to support other CWU events.
On April 18, 2016, CWU’s
jazz band performed at Tula’s
Restaurant and Jazz club in Seattle, where Wanz attended the
event for moral support. Whenever he gets the chance, Wanz visits
CWU’s campus and Ellensburg
for nostalgic reasons. He always
gets a butterscotch milkshake
from Rossow’s U-Tote-Em.
“Ellensburg is a weird little
town and full of community,
which is what makes it special

Photo courtesy of Wikipedia Commons

and beautiful because of the
people that come from everywhere,” Wanz said. “But this
place shaped me and made me
a lot of who I am.”
During the most recent visit, Wanz spoke at the McIntyre
Recital Hall. CWU musicologist
Mark Samples also interviewed
Wanz to discuss the music industry, arts entrepreneurship and
the tools for success in a competitive world. Earlier that day, Wanz
stopped by a choir class before
his presentation.
“He gave us some tips on how
to improve on our songwriting
and I got to say, it was the coolest
experience,” said Faithlynn Phillip, a freshman studying family

studies. “I love my school,”
The music industry is competitive and to some may seem like
an unrealistic dream, but Wanz
reassured students that it does not
mean it is not possible to make it.
“Nothing substantial happened for me until I was 51 years
old,” Wanz said. “And if you
want to make your business music, pack your patience, practice
your ass oﬀ, and have no expectations of who is in the crowd.”
Attending CWU and living
in Ellensburg as a young adult
helped shape Wanz into the person he is today along with learning about the music industry
such as entertaining, performing, editing and songwriting.

For a Grammy winner and
CWU alumni to come back to
CWU and speak gave inspiration
to the students who came to listen.
“Wanz’s clinic was a great opportunity to gain insight on the
working of the music industry,”
said ﬁrst year music major, Mike
Powers. “The biggest takeaway is
you won’t get anywhere without
experience and dedication, regardless of your musicianship.”
The next time you are walking
toward Walnut Street and University Way, be on the lookout for
Wanz’s “Live, Learn, Do” banner
and remember that a Grammy
winner graduated from CWU
and it took time, patience and
hard work for that to happen.

may 22

12 - 2pm

Hype

Presents

Free

APPLY NOW!!
For more information, call
Marie at 509-962-6469

Are you looking for the
perfect home?! Stop by
Cascade Village and
check out the premier
living experience!

ice cream

give us the scoop
on campus events
and get a scoop
in return!

We will be more than
happy to set up a
showing and answer
any questions you have!
All of us at Graf
Investments would love
to welcome you to the
Cascade Village family!

SURC
East Patio
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Achia Akulang, Keenan Williams, Rae Sanchez and other FASA members hold the ﬂag of the Philippines.

Barrio Fiesta: celebrate the community
By Alex Palacios
Staff Reporter

Photo courtesy of CDSJ

A Native American celebration
By April Porter
Staff Reporter

The CWU Friendship Gathering and
Pow Wow will bring Native American
culture to the CWU campus so students
and community members can learn
about local tribes.
“People need to know natives are still
relevant,” said La’Shawnda Mason, Center for Diversity and Social Justice (CDSJ)
employee and a junior biology major.
The event is funded by a $6,000 grant
from the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe, which
the school has received for the last three
years. The grant money is used to fund everything from food to the drums that will
be played during musical performances.
A traveling Native American museum
will be available for viewing, along with
traditional dancing and storytelling.
According to Michelle D. Cyrus, Ellensburg has been the center for all the
Native American tribes in the valley.
This event is a way to “honor the
fact that we are on Native American
land,” said Jacqueline Robinson, a
transfer student with an undeclared
major and member of the Cheholan
Student Association (CSA).
Cyrus has been working at CWU for
24 years and is now the assistant director
of Equity and Outreach.
It was Cyrus who had a conversation
with the previous faculty members in her
position in the early 1990s about putting
on an annual Native American event.
Cyrus frequently traveled to Yakima
and Toppenish to discuss the details of
the Native American event. According to
Cyrus, the process of creating and hosting the event is a “labor of love.”
She describes the relationship be-

tween Ellensburg and the Yakama Nation
as turning into a “familyship” through
this process of bringing Native American
culture to the community of Ellensburg.
“They [the tribes in the valley] want it
to be successful,” Cyrus said.
There will be a representation of the
many tribes in the valley including Yakama Nation from Yakima.
Dancers will be presenting traditional
Native American dancing from the Yakama Nation and a traditional dish of salmon and elk will be served for free.
While it is only Robinson’s ﬁrst time
helping to organize the Pow Wow Cyrus
hopes she and the other CSA members
continue the tradition.
“I’m looking forward to great music,
food and the celebration,” Robinson
said. “I identify with the Native American culture. It feels like home.”
Robinson explained that the CSA will
hopefully be recognized oﬃcially as an
organization by fall and encourages anyone who wants to be involved in Native
American culture to join.
Mason has been a part of this celebration for all three years as an organizer.
“It always goes well,” Mason said. “We
improve each quarter.”
One of the changes made this year
is the event being in the spring instead of the fall. The warmer weather should bring in more participants
from the CWU campus and Ellensburg community.
As the community is educated
about the Native American culture,
Mason wants people to know, “they
[Native Americans] are human.”
When Native Americans are treated
poorly “we want you to say this isn’t
right,” Mason said.

Sandy beaches and warm weather
can—at times—seem elusive in Ellensburg but they are common in the Philippines. Since the weather here can’t be
changed and CWU far from the nearest
beach, it is up to students to bring the
beaches here.
The Center of Diversity and Social
Justice (CDSJ) and the Filipino American
Student Association (FASA) will be hosting the annual Barrio Fiesta.
This traditional Filipino event will be a
good chance for students to observe and
participate in Filipino culture through
games, food and music.
When translated, the word barrio means
“celebrating the community,” so everyone
is invited to come and participate, according to Justin Francisco, a junior communications major with a specialization in
international communications.
Traditionally, a barrio is celebrated by
neighborhoods getting together and celebrating their individual communities.
Some CWU students are helping host
the event by working with CDSJ and
FASA. Among these students is Francisco, who is happy to share his Filipino culture with the community, and works for
CDSJ and is a member of FASA.
Francisco and his family moved from
the Philippines to the United States in
2008. Almost 10 years later he is doing
his best to try and preserve his culture
in a place with a limited Filipino population.
“I am the only member of FASA that
was actually born in the Philippines, so
the hardest part is being the only bridge
between my home and my fellow community,” Francisco said.

Barrio Fiesta
When: Friday, May 19 at 3 p.m.
Where: Barto Lawn

Francisco is essentially the lead organizer of the event and has a lot planned
for the evening.
“We not only want to celebrate Filipino
culture but we also want to recognize the
other cultures of Ellensburg,” Francisco
said.
To help teach about the culture, there
will be activities such as games, a bouncy
house, food and musical performances.
One of the games that can be played
during the ﬁesta is tinikling. Tinikling is a
game that is a bit like jump rope, except it
is played with bamboo sticks and people
switch the sticks while the player jumps.
Another featured game is called tumbang preso. Tumbang preso is like a mix
of kick-the-can and tag.
They will be serving traditional Lutong
Pinoy, which is a Filipino spin on barbecue. Filipino style cuisine is well known for
its mix of Asian and Latino style dishes.
There is also a vegetarian food option
that will be served as well.
The CWU FASA club and Batang Wapato,
a Filipino based music group, is set to perform.
Even though the focus of barrio ﬁesta
will be of Filipino culture, Francisco is
hopeful that people will bring their own
cultural pride to the party.
He also mentioned that he hoped that
more than just the CWU community
would join, and that people who live in
Ellensburg feel welcome to come.
“I think it’s a great opportunity for
people in Ellensburg to experience a culture they’ve never been around before,”
Francisco said.
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Gaul succeeds in junior season
By Sabrina Wheelhouse

television when he should have
been sleeping.
Sports Reporter
For the Wildcats, Gaul has
The first game of the 1988 had a very successful junior seaWorld Series, with two outs in the son and hope to continue his
ninth inning, the LA Dodgers are stride into next season.
down 4-3 with a runner on first
He currently leads the
base. Kirk Gibson is the pinch GNAC in pitching with a 3.18
hitter despite having two injured earned run average and has a
legs at the time. He manages to team high of 72 strikeouts, with a
hit a home run to put the Dodg- total of three complete shutouts,
ers up 5-4 and win the game which earned him “Player of
and also the
the Week”
World Seh o n o r s
ries.
three times
Gaul is a competitive player this season.
T h a t
very
mo“Gaul is
no matter what he does, while
ment was
a competialways giving 100 percent and tive player
pivotal
in
solidifying
no matter
his best with every rep.
how
sewhat
he
-Kellen Camus, pitching coach
nior pitcher
does, while
Mackenzie
always givGaul knew baseball would be ing 100 percent and his best
the sport he would find himself with every rep,” says pitching
playing for as long as he could.
coach Kellen Camus.
“I would stay up all night
Gaul began his collegiate
watching baseball when I should career at the University of
be sleeping, but after watch- Washington (UW), but after
ing the game of Kirk Gibson’s one season he didn’t feel it was
home run in such a clutch mo- the right fit for him. He got in
ment, I knew that this was the contact with his previous coach,
sport for me,” Gaul said.
who coached at CWU at the
He began playing baseball time, and talked to him about
when he was three years old and the possibility of playing here.
would spend every night watch- He knew that transferring was
ing games that were on the the best choice for him and it

“

”

Mackenzie Gaul
From: Winlock, Washington
High School: Toldedo
Pitches: left-handed
Summer team: Yakima Pippins

has paid off for him so far.
Growing up playing baseball, Gaul says he is able to
find it to have made a positive
impact on his life because it has
helped get him to school and to
make lifelong friendships and
connections with his teammates
and coaches. He wouldn’t know
what to do without the sport and
can find a comfort knowing he
can rely on baseball to turn his
day around.
“He’s been a great leader for
the younger guys on the team, it’s
hard to come in as a freshman
and play but Gaul has helped
them out and shown them the
right way to do things on and off
the field,” Camus says.
Gaul has led by example this
season and has proved to be a
player that his teammates can
look up to. He is a well-rounded
player not only statistically but
also by being a role model.
“He’s the type of teammate
to always work hard on everything that we do on the field and
off and never gives up,” says senior pitcher Kyle Blankenship.

Jack Lambert/The Observer

Junior Mackenzie Gaul pitches in CWU’s 11-7 loss to Western Oregon University on April 28.

Angelique Whistocken heads to nationals
By Simo Rul

Sports Reporter
Senior javelin thrower Angelique Whistocken did not have track
on her mind, but it did pay off for
her in the long run, as she is one of
the top throwers in the nation.
Whistocken attended Kennewick High School, where she
began throwing her freshman
year. Whistocken said the reason why she started throwing
was because she didn’t feel like
running one day at practice.
She has previously run the
200-meters, and the 400-meters
here at CWU. In high school she
ran whatever her coach wanted
her to run.
There are differences between
track in high school and college
in terms of preparation, what
you have to do, and the size of
the schools.
“High school track is a lot
easier than college track. You
don’t have to go to practice, [as]
it’s not required. Here...going to
practice is something you have to
do,” Whistocken said. “My high
school track was also a lot different than this just because we had
a smaller team than this.”
Whistocken made a few state
appearances while at Kennewick High School. Whistocken
said she went to state her junior
year in the 200-meters, and
didn’t do well, then her senior
year she won state in Javelin.

Whistocken said she was not being on the track team made
recruited for track, but was re- the transition to college easier.
“I definitely think so, it helped
cruited for basketball. She contacted head coach Kevin Adkis- with track just because you get
son, came on a tour and enjoyed friends really fast,” Whistocken
it. Whistocken said she chose said. “You can find stuff to do
with them,
track over
instead of
basketball
hanging out
because goShe’s a good leader. The by yourself.”
ing to CWU
meant she
whole time I’ve been W h i s tocken
is
would
be
here, she’s been our top c u r r e n t l y
closer
to
home.
female jav[elin] thrower. ranked sixth
in
Divi“I definite-Brittany Aanstad, assistant coach
sion-2 in the
ly thought
Javelin.
I was going
Whistocken said her goal goto college for basketball, and not
ing into nationals is to be an
track,” Whistocken said.
As Whistocken is in her last all-American which is top 8 in
season, her time at CWU was the nation. Being all-American
something that she has enjoyed. is something that motivates her
“College is fun,” Whistock- going into her last collegiate
en said. “I think that CWU is a meet.
Her mogreat place
tivation is
to
come,
just trying
and it’s reI think that CWU is a great place to be great
ally homie,
and you can
to come, and it’s really homey at what she
does.
always find
and you can always find some- Whistocksomewhere,
en said she
and somewhere, and something to do.
likes to do
thing to do.”
-Angelique Whistocken, javelin
things that
Whistockshe is good
en said her
hometown of Kennewick is much at, she tries to be best at it bedifferent than Ellensburg, because cause it also makes it more enthey get more sun, and it’s much joyable if you are good at it.
Whistocken also encourages
hotter.
When she first got to campus, her teammates, and is there to

“
“

”

”

cheer them
on.
“She’s
a good inspirational
teammate.
She’s always there,
super happy,
like
when you
do
well,
[she’s]
very positive. She’s
like a good
team player teammate,” junior
heptathlete HarLee Ortega
said.
She has an impact on and off
the field.
“She’s had a positive impact
on our team, she like PR’d (personal record) huge, get us some
good points there,” Ortega said.
“She’s all-around [a] positive
fun person to be around. She
brings good vibes to our team,
keeps the positivity up.”
Whistocken also helps Ortega
when she needs it.
“During Jav[elin], critiques
me in positive ways, and just
helps me out, it’s good to have
someone that’s good, and that
knows what they’re doing,” Ortega said.
Assistant coach Brittany Aanstad is impressed by how good

W h i s tocken is.
Aanstad
said Whistocken is
going
to
nationals
and she is
impressed
by Whistocken being able to
throw 149’.
Aanstad
has a way
of telling
her team
how and
Courtesy of CWU Athletics
what
they
need to do to be better going into
big meets such as nationals.
“I always tell my athletes
about the law of averages,”
Aanstad said. “Add all of your
throws up from the season, and
average [th]em out, and all
you’re looking to do is throw a
little further then your law of
average.”
In Aanstad’s time at CWU Whistocken has had a positive impact.
“She’s a good leader, the whole
time I’ve been here, she’s been our
top female jav[elin] thrower,” Aanstad said. “She’s just got a lot of natural talent. It’s good to see someone
who physically can put the components together, and then also mentally put the components together,
that’s good for teammates.”
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Soccer looks to remain undefeated

By Alanna Inzunza
Sports Reporter

Undefeated. The one word that
describes the CWU Girl’s Club
Soccer team performance this
season. While the team started
a little rocky in the beginning of
the fall season, the Wildcats have
since stepped up their game.
“At the beginning of the season...it was hard to memorize
everybody’s names,” coach Jessie Ocampo said. “We didn’t
have the chemistry and as of
right now...we’re undefeated.”
The team competed with the
University of Washington (UW)
losing its ﬁrst game in the fall
4-1, tying the second one 1-1,
beating Washington State University (WSU) Tri-City 7-0 and
beating Eastern Washington
University (EWU). Each game
has fueled their desire to win
more games.
They’ve been playing better
throughout spring quarter, but that
does not mean they don’t have improvements to make throughout.
“We’ve been lacking on in
games such as passing, crossing,
ﬁnishing is a big thing,” Ocampo
said. “We’ve had a lot of opportunities here at goal but we just
can’t ﬁnish so working on that.”
Since the start of fall quarter the team’s chemistry has
improved. This has helped see

better results from fall quarter to
spring quarter.
“It’s all about chemistry between the players. We’ve improved in our passing and the
way we talk and our communication,” Ocampo said. “We
don’t get frustrated as we use to
before everyone was frustrated
because things wouldn’t plan
out and now things have improved dramatically, it’s a whole
new team.”
Junior center mid Miya Mukai is excited for this upcoming
game. The team has yet to play
against them but she believes
their preparation this spring
quarter will bring good results.
Being undefeated has fueled
the team in wanting to be better
each match.
“I deﬁnitely think we want
to keep that,” Mukai said. “Our
competitiveness is well set in our
team right now. I don’t think
we’ve ever had an undefeated season going into spring so I think we
have ﬁre under our belly. We want
to ﬁnish this season strong.”
She recalls on the beginning
of the year everyone caring
about their own individual abilities but now she sees the team as
a true team.
“Our passes are strong we have
better ﬁtness compared to the beginning of the year,” Mukai said.
Mukia has also seen the change
throughout her years playing for

Xander Fu/The Observer

Junior forward Sally Vlas trying to get the ball past the Seattle University goalkeeper during a matchup in the fall.

club soccer. She remembers losing
sometimes, but this year she believes the change in leadership has
really paid oﬀ for them.
Sophomore midﬁelder Britney Passe also sees the want the
team has to continue playing as
well as they have been. Being her
ﬁrst year playing for the women’s
club soccer team she has learn a

lot from her teammates. Including there always being room to
improve in your skills.
“Not giving up, I know that often when the other team scores
or they’re ahead we play down to
their level and we feel kinda deﬂated when they score,” Passe said.
Ocampo understands every
game is diﬀerent and the team

still has things to work on and
improve on. But despite all that
he is happy the way his team is.
They is conﬁdent in their abilities
from their game this weekend.
“I’m really proud of them.
They’re a great group of girls.
They come to practice, they try,”
Ocampo said. “Oh I know we
will. I can bet on it. We will win.”

Tennis clubs holds community event
By Kyvon Henry
Sports Reporter

Courtesy of CWU Tennis Club

Janice Roman returning a serve during the Paciﬁc Northwest Alumni Cup.

It could be a natural gas leak

SMELL GAS – ACT FAST

If you think that you smell
natural gas indoors:
• Open doors and windows
• Do not smoke, light matches, operate
electrical switches or create any
other source of ignition
• Leave the premises immediately
• Turn off your gas meter, if you
know how
• Go to a nearby phone and call your
natural gas utility at 962-7124 or 911
This message brought to you by the
City of Ellensburg Gas Division
(509) 962-7124

CWU’s tennis club hosts the
10th Anniversary Alumni tournament this Saturday May 20. It
starts at 8 a.m. and runs all day
which is open to everyone.
The Alumni Doubles tournament highlights the 10th year
of the club being active. Experience isn’t needed for this club,
nor for the alumni tournament.
Doubles teams from multiple colleges will be present, while at the
same time it will also be an open
community event. Free t-shirts
will be distributed to participants.
Dylan Call, a senior and the

current club president supports
team eﬀorts not just individual
achievements.
“Being in a club on the less
aggressive side we have fun traveling and being a team at a higher
level,” Call said. “Our team likes
spending time together socially”
Lack of team registrations
and weather restraints forced
the delay of upcoming competition on May 6.
“Last year’s tournament
didn’t go well because of the
rainy weather and problems
with organization where there
was an issue with reserving
courts,” Call said.
Nick Paulay, a junior and the

Call
before
You

future club president has four
years of experience under his belt.
“The 10th Anniversary tournament is meant to be a fun
tournament, hoping to bring
the community together,” Paulay said.
According to Paulay, the team
is fresh from an appearance at
the University of Washington
(UW) tournament the previous
week.
“The three traveling teams
competed against tough competition, beating Eastern Washington University (EWU), then
losing to UW and powerhouse
Western Washington University
(WWU),” Paulay said.

800-424-5555 or 811

With spring in the air and
summer rapidly approaching,
a lot of us will be enjoying
the sun shile installing fences,
sprinklers, or landscaping our
property.

While you are doing these
acitivites, the City of
Ellensburg Natural Gas Division
would like to remind you to
be aware of the buried gas
lines running across your
yard. Many of these lines
are plastic and can be cut
with a shovel.

REMEMBER:
Before you Dig call
to request buried utility
line locates. Mark your
excavation site with white
paint and then utility
companies will come out
and mark where
underground utility lines
are located, for FREE.

800-424-555 or 811

This public safety message
is part of the City of Ellensburg
Gas Division’s Damage
Prevention Program (509) 962-7124

